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EX/P2-01 . Measurements and Modeling of Prompt, Non-Adiabatic, and MIHD-induced Fast Ion
Loss from Spherical Tokamaks

D. S. Darrow, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ, USA
Contact: ddarrowr~pppl._9ov

Abstract: The relatively low magnetic fields used in spherical torus (ST) plasmas means that energetic
ions can have a large Larmor radius, of the same order of magnitude as the scale length for changes in B.
The magnetic moment, pt, is not well conserved in this limit and the fast ions can diffuse in pitch angle
as a result. The magnitude of this diffusion is being calculated theoretically, and measurements of the
neutron rate produced by beam ions in NSTX are being analyzed to look for evidence of this transport.
Preliminary measurements place an upper bound of no more than -20% loss fraction attributable to mu
non-conservation. The effect is limited in NSTX due to the fact that the beam injection is purely in t he
co-direction, and it may be more severe for alpha particles in a DT-fueled ST, whose population would
be half counter-going. Other measurements indicate that MHD activity in NSTX can have a very strong
effect on the beam ion population in the plasma.
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EX/P2-02 . Reversed-field Pinch Experiments in EXTRAP T2R with a Resistive Shell Boundary

J. R. Drake, Alfv6n Laboratory, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden
Contact: drake~fusion.kcth.se

Abstract: The EXTRAP T2R reversed-field pinch is operated with a resistive shell with a magnetic
penetration time of 6 ins. This time is intermediate between the dynamo/relaxation cycle time scale
(<1. ins) and the pulse length (= 20 ins). The internally-resonant tearing modes do not wall lock and
exhibit natural rotation with velocities in the range of 20 to 600 krad/s). Under these conditions the radial
component of the tearing mode perturbation at the shell is suppressed. Therefore the linear growth rates of
the unstable, non-resonant, ideal (resistive-wall) kink modes can be observed even at very low amplitudes
(0.01% of the equilibrium field). Both internally-non-resonant and externally non-resonant RW mode types
are observed. The growth rates have been measured for a range of equilibrium current profile parameters
and are compared with theoretical estimates. Previous observations and simulations for the resistive-shell
RFP have shown an increased loop voltage associated with altered dynamo dynamics. When the tearing
modes are rotating, the loop voltage and confinement parameters have values comparable to those of a
conducting-shell RFP.
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EX/P2-03 . Study of Integrated High-Performance Regimes with Impurity Injection in JT-60U
Discharges

K. W. Hill, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA
Contact: khilclpppl.gov

Abstract: Argon seeding of ELMy H-mode with the outer strike point on the divertor dome has enabled
extension to parameters approaching ITER requirements (HI--Is(y,2) -'. 1; n -N O. 8ncw, the Greenwald
density limit; and Prad/Pheat -.. 0.8).The maximum divertor heat flux due to ELMs decreased by a factor
of -40 in plasmas with high triangularity (delta=0.5) and medium-delta (0.36),dome-top configurations.
A possible reason for the change in ELM behavior in high-delta discharges without Ar might be access to
second stability for ideal ballooning modes. Improved core tau at high n with Ar has been attributed to
an increase in pedestal Ti and profile stiffness inside the pedestal. To understand the improved with Ar,
GS2-code linear microinstability analyses have been done. For the dome-top case the maximum growth
rate, gam(max), for the ITG/CTEM vanishes at r/a 0.63, and the T gradient increases inside this
point. The ITG reappears when the Ar is reduced. Further GS2 calculations will study the sensitivity of
gam(max) to impurity mass, n(I), dilution, Ti/Te, etc. FULL-code calculations, including rotation, will
further elucidate the reduced transport.


